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Lie superbialgebras are the graded analogues of Lie bialgebras. The paper under review is a detailed
classification of all two- and three-dimensional Lie superbialgebras obtained from decomposable
Lie superalgebras (augmenting and completing the authors’ work in [J. Math. Phys. 51 (2010),
no. 7, 073503; MR2681095 (2011h:17029)]). The authors then use these as a way to obtain all
possible four- and six-dimensional Drinfeld superdoubles. Thus they continue on their trek to
exhaustively construct all low-dimensional Lie superbialgebras.
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15. Note that the bracket of one boson with one boson or one fermion is usual commutator but for
one fermion with one fermion is anticommutator. Furthermore, we identify grading of indices
by the same indices in the power of (-1), for example gradinge; this is the notation that DeWitt
applied in his book (Ref. 11).
16. Note that the appearance of (−1)jk in this relation is due to the definition of natural inner
product between g⊗g and g∗⊗g∗.
17. Note that as we use De Witt notation and standard basis here, the structure constants (X˜ i⊗
X˜j, Xk⊗Xl) = (−1)jkδikδjl must be pure imaginary.
18. The Lie superalgebra CBFF is one dimensional Abelian Lie superalgebra with one fermionic
generator where Lie superal-gebra A is its bosonization. Furthermore, A1,1 is different from
C11/2 for C
1
p and we show the latter by p= 12 .
19. Note that 17 of them are two bosons-one fermion and 53 of them are one boson-two fermions
Lie superbialgebras.
20. See Appendix A for definition of superdeterminant.
21. Here superscript C1p=1/2 stands for supertranspose.
22. Note that st is one of the dual Lie superalgebras G˜αβγ ,(A1,1+2A)0α,β,γ or (A1,1+2A)1α,β,γ
Note: This list reflects references listed in the original paper as accurately as possible with no
attempt to correct errors.
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